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January 26, 2021

Fmr. Sr Advisor Valerie Jarrett
Faculty Support @law.chicago.edu
c/o LRagland@uchicago.edu

Re: Executive Order President Biden
       Ambassador Susan Rice; White House Domestic Policy Council

United States Marriage Sustainment Act; All the Matters of Marriage

The Executive Order Proposal:
The Marriage Sustainment Act
MARRIAGE will be listed as an Issue, Title, and Category to promote and advance 
marriage success across all government Departments and Agencies for the benefit of 
ALL the people.

Dear Advisor Jarrett,

I am reaching out to you because I am hoping you would help me get the proposed 
Executive Order idea become law, and share this letter with the law makers.

My name is Bonnie Gilliams, and I have worked very hard to find legislators and policy 
makers to take this task, and have not succeeded yet. I am the sole owner of 
Womenspath .Org, Inc. I have done extensive research based on science, and wrote 
the All States Marriage Sustainment Act United States Handbook, cataloged at the 
Library of Congress.

The TITLE Marriage needs a Framework in government (it is not there yet), and an 
organized system is needed to find laws, civil rights, education, and trusted resources 
for ALL American INDIVIDUALS, not matter of richer or poorer or which state they 
reside, creating a model for the states to follow.

Because marriage crosses state lines, and most federal  Agencies and Departments 
have existing resources that can steward the TITLE, keyword, topic, issue, I believe 
making Marriage a priority in government for the American people will eradicate many of 
our social issues at root cause. For example f.s. 741—Florida marriage law= Marriage; 
Domestic Violence. 
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The Marriage Sustainment Act
The idea: (CDC-90% adults marry/50% fail)

• TITLE creates Framework for marriage information
• TITLE creates organization system for new and ongoing laws
• To enhance and protect the health, well-being and success of every American 

marriage
• Assist in public interest and  provide awareness for self directed education
• Promote added value for marriage education across all government agencies and 

Departments when applicable
• Disclosure of where to find trusted free sources 
• PROTECT THE CIVIL AND OTHER RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS IN MARRIAGE

I believe  this effort will bring beauty back into marriages, and save the next generation
— especially, from falling into the pitfalls. Would you consider helping me get this idea 
into the hands of the public—through an Executive Order Proposal?

Thank you so much for all your life works. 

Kindest Regards,

Bonnie Fey Gilliams
bonnie@Womenspath.org
(772) 713-5072

Sebastian Executive Building 
1623 N. U.S. Highway One Suite A-5 Sebastian, Florida 32958
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